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Abstract
The question of education is one of the most actual issues
nowadays. In the same time of state economic, political and
sociological side developing the educational sphere should develop
with no less tempus. Nevertheless, the question is how to construct
correct policy to make right decision in development higher
educational in microstate level. It will be interesting to try to use
consumer protection legislation.
Actually, consumer protection legislation is universal form
to make practice in law to get some division to development.
Moreover, it will be correct to improve legislation with adding into
the law some precedents about educational conflicts. In whole,
student, who is study in particular program pay some fee to have it,
and University, college, special courses are sale and their product is
education (1). In the most countries, especially in the Post Soviet
Union Countries there exist retake system. But, is it correct to fall
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student and take fee again, because it mean only one – that quantity
of given education was actually bad (2).
Mostly educational system is directly connected with
consumer protection legislation. Legal relationship between student
as consumer and teacher as salesman are complementary clear to
construct in point of consumer protection legislation(3). And
according to consumer protection legislation in cases when students
fall exam or drop the course it is mistake of teacher. The object of
this relationship is personnel interest of student in study.
Additionally, if student will want to study he will be more active
during the course and semester. And this interest is the product of
teacher(4).
Consequently, as a product could be structured different
short time courses, including online courses, which are available
nowadays everywhere. In case of higher education teacher is
specially operated as salesman for student and University is
concretely salesman for state, because the main goal of university is
to prepare qualified specialists in narrow specialization (5). That’s
why to improve knowledge level in macro level it should be actual to
mention in development of whole political, social, economic and
other spheres(6).
Commonly it is obviously that all state spheres are closely
related with educational sphere, which is based on consumer
protection legislation. In additional most educational conflict are
concentrated on retakes and incorrect drops during the fall and spring
semesters(7). It will be good hypothesis that in the same time where
teacher could interest student the problem of education will sharply
decrease. That’s why it is very important to use consumer protection
legislation in education(8).
In conclusion, there has been a lot of scientific evidence that
countries with developed education system have successful policies
in all directions, and questions of higher education, is closely related
with consumer protection legislation. And object of these legal
relationships is personnel student interest, which is very important to
lobby by teachers as salesmen.
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